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   Chartreusin binds cooperatively to poly(dA-dT)・poly(dA-dT)and poly(dG・dC)・poly一

(dG-dC). Both the site-excluslon model and the specific site model yield cooperative binding

constants of about 5×105M-1 and 3×105 M-L for the AT and GC polymers, respectively,

and the same stoichiometry and intrinslc binding constant for both polymers of 5 nucleotides

per binding site and 3.1x104M-1, The Scatchard plot for calf thymus DNA is curved in

t he opposite sense from that of cooperative bindlng. Thcse bindlng data did not fit the site-

exclusion model with the cooperative billding parameter as a variable nor the speci行c site,

negative-cooperative binding modeL The site-exclusion model wlth a cooperative binding

parameter of unlty yielded a blnding constant of about 4 x lαM-l and a stoichiometry of

about 5 nucleotides per billdlng site. The same model for transfer and ribosomal RNA yielded

binding constants of 5×103 M-1 and 7 x IO3 M-I and stoichiometries of about 13 and 6 nu-

cleotides per binding site, respectively.

   Chartreusin is an antitumor antibiotic isolated from Streptomyces chartreusis1) Its structure,

Fig.1,was determined by chemiical degradation methods.2)Chartreusill is active against a number of

mouse tumors,3・4)but was not developed clinically because of Iow solubility and rapid excretion into

the bile. However, a biologica11y active analog of chartreusin tllat does not show low solubility or

rapid excretion has recently beell isolated.5)

   Efforts to determine the mechanism of antitun、or activity of chartreusin revcalcd that it inhibits

RNA, DNA, and protein synthesis and RNA

and DNA polylnerase activities.6) Chartreusin

is known to induce DNA strand scission.7)

Furthermore, it was recently shown that char-

treusin binds to DNA and inhibits relaxation of

negatively superhelical DNA.5) Qualitative in-

teraction studies(absorbance and circular dichro-

lsm)carried out to determine the target biomole-

cule showed that chartreusin binds to calf thyrnus

DNA (CT-DNA), poly(dA-dT)・poly(dA-dT),

poly(dG-dC)・poly(dG-dC), and ribosomal RNA

(r-RNA),6) In this work, we present a quanti一

Fig.1. Structure of chartreusin.
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tative study of the binding of chartreusin to poly(dA-dT)・poly(dA-dT), poly(dG-dC)・poly(dG-dC),

CT-DNA, transfer RNA(t-RNA)and r-RNA.

                               Fig.2.

(A) Change in the absorbance spectrum of chartreusin(1.6×10-5 M)with added CT-DNA。

  ●0.0,01.6,▲32,△6.3,■9.2,□14.9,▼34.9,The numbers give the molar ratio of

nucleotide to chartreusin. 5c cell.

(B) The effect of the b1opolymers on the absorbance spectrum of chartreusin(1.6x10-5M).

  5cm ce!1. The molar ratio of nucleotide to chartreusin is 6.5. C.:I Chartreusin,△t-RNA,

■r-RNA,●CT-DNA,口GC polymer,▲AT polymer.

                               Materials and Methods

   Escherichia coli 16s+23s r-RNA, yeast t-RNA, and poly(dA-dT)・poly(dA-dT)were obtained from

Miles Laboratorles, Inc.;CT-DNA from Calbiochem;and poly(dG-dC)・poly(dG-dC)from P-L

Biochemicals.

   Absorbance billding data were obtained on Cary 15 Spectrophotometer at 240C in 5 cm cc11s.

Chartreusin solutions at 1.6×10 5Min O.01 M phosphate buffer(pH 7.2)were titrated wlth small por-

tions of concentrated polymer solutions and a chartreusin stock solution so that the concentration of

chartreus{n remained constant. The concentrations of the polymer stock sdutions were calculated

fr om the absorbance maxima using the following molar extinction coefncients;6,200 fbr poly(dA-

dT)・poIy(dA-dT);8,400 for poly(dG-dC)・poly(dG-dC);6,600 for CT-DNA,7,900 for yeast t-RNA;

and 7,750 for r-RNA. The absorbance binding data at 420 nm were analyzed by various methods

described in the text. The fbllowing molar extinction coefficients at 420 nm were used in the calcu-

1ations:12,700 for unbound chartreusin, and fbr totally bound chartreusin;8,039 for r-RNA;7,750

fbr t-RNA, and 7,230 for CT-DNA and the AT and GC polymers.

  Results and Discussion

Visible Absorption Spectra

   The visible absorption spectrum of chartreusin is dominated by two band maxima at 400 and 420

nm and two Iess intense bands which appear as shoulders near 385 and 445 nm(Fig.2A). The addition

of CT-DNA, yeast t-RNA, poly(dA-dT)・poly(dA-dT), poly(dG-dC)・poly(dC-dG), and E. co1i 16s+

23s r-RNA to solutions of chartreusin changes the absorption spectrum ofthe antibiotic as illustrated in
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Fig.2A for mixtures of CT-DNA and chartreusin. The absorption spectrum in the 350～450 nm

region shifts to longer wavelengths and decreases in intensity, the shoulder absorption near 445 nm dis-

appears, and isobestic points appear near 428 and 438 nm. These spectral changes are similar for all of

the above polymers except that the concentration ofpolymer necessary to produce a given spectral change

differs. This dependence of the absorption pattern on polylner is shown in Fig.2B for polymer-

chartreusin mixtures obtained at the same molar ratio of polymer。nucleotide to chartreusin of about

6,5.

                         Binding Isotherms and Scatchard Plots

   The binding isotherms of r vs. CF(r=molar ratio of bound chartreusin to polymer-nucleotide, CF=

free chartreusin concentration)and Scatchard plots are shown in Fig.3. The horlzontal nature of the

CT,DNA, the AT polymer, and the GC polymer binding curves at Iarge CF values indicate about O.2

bound chartreusin molecules per nucleotide fbr the AT and GC polymers and about O.l for CT.

Fig.3. Binding curvcs(A)and Scatchard plots(B)for chartreusin and the biopolymers studied ln this

   work.

      The sohd lines represent values calculated from the binding parameters determined by least squares

   analysis.

       △t-RNA,■r-RNA,●CT-DNA,□GC polymer,▲AT polymer.

Table 1. Binding parameters determined by least squares analysis.

Specific site mode1(ScHwARz)

AT

 polymer

GC

 polymer

CT-DNA

r.RNA

t-RNA

K1×10-4

 10+3

 15±2

 W

5.1±0.9

Z.3±0.2

Kc×10-4

 50±5

 342

   1/B

    5

(Estimated)

    5

(Estimated)

Not determinable

Not determined

Not determined

Site-exclusion(McGHEE and voN HIppEL)

K1×10-4

3.1±0.3

3.1±0.3

4.2±0.2

0,72±0.02

0.54±0.02

  W

14.5±1.5

 9.2±1.5

  1.000

(Assumed)

  1.000

(Assumed)

  1.000

(Assumed)

Kc×10-4

 45±6

 28±5

  1/B

4.6±0.04

4.6±0.1

5.4±0.3

6.2±0.3

13.1±0.9
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DNA at saturation binding.

    The scatchard plots of r/cF vs. r shown in

Fig.3B indicate a greater difference in the inter-

action of chartreusin with the polymers than do

the binding curves of Fig.3A. Only r-RNA and

t-RNA show ideal straight-line Scatchard plots

(all of the points are not plotted). The GC and

AT polymers produce curves which have the

unique shape associated with positive cooperative

binding, while CT-DNA exhibits a curve having

the opposite curvature. These binding data were

analyzed by a number of models in the fbllowing

sections. Binding parameters derived from these

analyses are given in Table 1.

                      Analysis of the AT and GC Absorbance Data

   For comparison purposes, the AT and GC polymer data can be analyzed according to the site-

exclusion model of McGHEE and voN HIppEL9)and ScHELLMANlo)and the specific site model of

ScHwARz.11) To apply the specific site binding model of ScHwARz requires that the number of binding

sites per nucleotide or phosphate group, B, be estimated from a plot of CFICT vs. CN/CT;where CF is

the molar concentration of unbound chartreusin, CT is the total molar concentration of chartreusin,

and CN is the total molar concentratlon of phosphate or nucleotide groups. The intercept on the

CNICT axis from the straight line determined from data at small values of CNICT is 1/B. The quantity

θ is determlned from B, CN, and the molar concentration of bound chartreusin, CB, according to:θ=

CB/CNB. Aplot of CF vs.√(CF[(1-2θ)/√ θ(1一θ)](from equation 31 of reference 11)should yield a straight

line of slope l/K,w and cF-axis intercept of l/K。. In the expressions above, K。 is the cooperative bind-

ing constant, w is the cooperative binding parameter, and KC/w is the intrinsic binding constant, K1.

The CF vs.√CF[(1-2θ)/√θ(1-θ)]plots are shown in Fig.4. The binding parameters and their errors

(standard deviations)determined from the data of Fig.4・by linear regression analysis and standard

error propagation methods are given in Table l.

    The site-exclusion model of McGHEE and voN HIppEL was applied to the AT and GC data ac-

cording to equation l 50f their publication.9) (The "2w+1" term in this equation was corrected to

"2w-1”.) The parameters lIB, w, and Ki were varied in a nonlinear regression analysis12)to yield the

results given in Table 1. The lines shown in the AT and GC Scatchard plots of Fig.3B were calcu-

Iated from the best fit parameters given in Table 1.

    Arow comparison of the AT and GC parameters given in Table l yields results attributable to the

fOrmUlatiOnS inherent in eaCh theOry. ThUS, the ValueS of KI and W ffOm the Site-eXCIUSiOn mOdel are

smaller and larger, respectively, than those from the specific site model. In addition, the values of Ki

and w for each polymer combine to yield nearly equal values of K,。 This behavior of the parameters

is expected since in each theory,1/Kc approaches the value of CF at the midpoint of the binding curve

(CF vs. r)as w increases in magnitude.13) Acolumn comparison of the AT and GC data of Table l

shows that Kc and w ffom both theories are greater for the AT polymer than for the GC polymer.

The values of KI for a given theory are equal to within the calculated standard deviations.

Fig.4. Plots from whlch the blnding parameters

 were determined by linear regression analysis in

 the specific site model of ScHwARz.

   ▲AT polymer,□GC polymer.
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                      Analysls of the DNA-chartreusin Scatchard Data

    The Scatchard plot of cllartreusin with DNA is more difficult to analyze. The curvature of the

plot could be attributed to multiple binding sites,14)to specific site, negative-cooperative binding,14)to

site-exclusion binding,9・10)to aggregation of free chartreusin,14)to incorrect determination of the

extinction coefficient of the bound chartreusin species(εB), or even to the nature of the DNA.15) The

quantityεB was determined by extrapolation techniques14)at moderate nudeotide/chartreusin molar

ratios(10～30)and also from large molar ratios(50～100)(total binding). The two values ofεB were

identical to within experimental error,εB;7,228 and 7,276, and sowe consideredεB to be well determin-

ed. We did not evaluate the effect of CT-DNA type on the Scatchard plot and found no evidence for

free chartreusin aggregation at ten times the concentration ofthe interaction experiments. The binding

data could not be analyzed according to the speci6c slte, negative-cooperative binding model of ScHwARz

siDce a straight-line plot based on equation 31(see Fig.4)was not obtained. Attempts to fit the data to

amodel with two affinity constants and two stoichiometry parameters were unsuccessful. This leaves

the site-exclusion binding model to consider.

    Attempts to analyze the chartreusil1-DNA data with the site-exclusion Inodel of McGHεE and voN

HIppEL9)(their equation I 5)were unsuccessful. Depending on the initial estimates, the Ki,1/B, and w

parameters elther did not converge to meaningful values, had very large standard deviations, or both.

The results suggested we decrease the number of parameters. This was done by fitting the data to the

non-cooperative(w=1)binding nlodel(equation l l of reference 9). Convergence was obtained in

this analysis to yield the calculated parameters and standard deviatio1、s given in Table l. The Scatchard

curve calculated from these parameters is presented as the Iine through the chartreusin-CT-DNA data

in Fig。2B.

    For comparison purposes, the straight-line Scatchard data for t-R.NA alld r-RNA were treated in

the same way as those for CT-DNA. The binding parameters from this analysis are shown in Table 1.

Analysis of the t-RNA and r-RNA data according to standard Scatchard methods would yield binding

constants 1/B times greater than those shown in Table 1,9)

                              Discussion of the Binding Data

    Based on the magnltudes of the intrinsic binding constants given in Table l, the order of binding

affinity is:CT-DNA>AT polymer～GC polymer>r-RNA>t-RNA. However, since the binding of

chartreusin to the AT and GC polymers is cooperative, the binding constant for these polymers at sites

adjacent to bound chartreusin molecules is much greater than the intrinsic binding constant(w times

as great for one neighbor). Based on the cooperative binding constants for these polymers and the

intrinsic binding constants for the other polymers, the order of binding affinity is as fbllows:AT poly-

mer～GC polymer>CT-DNA>r-RNA>t-RNA. This order agrees better with the absorbance data

of Fig.2B than the previous binding order since, according to Fig.2B, the AT and GC polymers shift

the chartreusin spectrum further towards that of the bound-species spectrum than does CT-DNA(at

agiven molar ratio of nucleotide to chartreusin). Furthermore, the latter binding order is also in

better agreement with our 5ndings that the induced CD spectra for the AT and GC polymers are

significantly greater than that for CT-DNA.6)

    The reason why chartreusin binds cooperatively to the AT and GC polymers but not to CT-DNA

is unclear, One possible explanation might be that chartreusin binds with high affinity to alternating

pyrimidine-purine base pair sequences 20r 3 base pairs in length(as suggested by the binding data of

Table 1)and with low affinity to other sequences. In this case, chartreusin molecules would be in close

proximity on the AT and GC polymers fbr cooperative interaction to occur. The probability of these
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hjgh affinity sites appearing afjacent to one another in CT-DNA would be smal1(assuming a random
distribution of bases). Hence, chartreusin would not bind cooperatively to CT-DNA, This explana-
tion is consistent with a recent study which suggests that chartreusin binds specifically to 5'-CGC-3'
sequences.8) Our results suggest that chartreusin binds with high amnity to alternating AT sequences
as weU. Additional studies are necessary to clarify the base pair specificity of chartreusin.
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